Abstract-This paper presents a hybrid optimization algorithm referred to as Hybrid spiral dynamics bacterial foraging (HSDBF). The algorithm synergizes spiral adaptive simplified bacterial foraging algorithm (BFA) and spiral dynamics inspired optimization algorithm (SDA). The standard BFA has better exploitation strategy while SDA has superior exploration approach and stable convergence when approaching the optimum value. The hybrid algorithm preserves the strengths of BFA and SDA, thus producing better results. Moreover, it has simple structure and involves less computational burden. Several unimodal and multimodal benchmark functions are employed to test the algorithm in determining the global optimum point. Furthermore, the proposed method is applied to a proportional-derivative (PD) controller optimization for a flexible manipulator system (FMS). The results show that HSDBF outperforms BFA in all test functions and successfully optimizes the PD controller.
INTRODUCTION
Metaheuristic optimization algorithms have gained noticeable of interest among researchers worldwide. These algorithms are inspired by biological phenomena or natural phenomena. Some of the newly introduced algorithms include Bacterial foraging algorithm (BFA) [1] , Biogeography-based optimization (BBO) [2] , Cuckoo search optimization (CSO) [3] , Galaxy-based search algorithm (GSO) [4] , and Spiral dynamics inspired optimization (SDA) [5] . Nowadays BFA, BBO and CSO which have been inspired from biological phenomena are gaining popularity due to their capability and achievements in dealing with real world applications while GSO and SDA which have been inspired from natural phenomena seem to have similar potential applications as other optimization algorithms.
The essential feature of BFA is the chemotaxis strategy, which gives good exploitation at the local search process through tumble and swim actions. However, the overall BFA algorithm is relatively complex, has many parameters to be defined, involves many iterations and consequently needs more computational time. Moreover, it also suffers from the problem of oscillation when bacteria approach the global optimum point in case of large step size, and thus has low accuracy. On the other hand, if small step size is defined, the speed of convergence of the algorithm becomes slower.
Since the introduction of BFA, a lot of modifications have been attempted to improve its performances primarily through adaptive chemotaxis strategy and hybridization with other optimization algorithms.
BFA is made adaptive through strategies that allow varying the bacteria step size as they move from low nutrient location to higher nutrient location. Employing adaptive strategy on BFA may improve convergence speed since step length of bacteria can be dynamically reduced as bacteria approach the global optimum value. Moreover, it may eliminate the oscillation problem faced by BFA towards the end of the iteration process hence increase the accuracy in finding the best solution. [6] has incorporated adaptive stepsize method in an improved version of BFA called iBFO. The adaptive step-size formula used in iBFO employs bacteria step length and number of bacteria lifetime. [7] has employed linear decreasing chemotaxis step size formula, which uses combination of simulation iteration number and bacteria step length. The authors then extended the work by introducing exponential term and adjustable coefficient into linearly decreasing bacteria step length called nonlinear decreasing exponential modulation model [8] . [9] incorporated adaptive linearly decreasing dynamics function based on bacteria lifetime and chemotactic iteration number for short-term hydrothermal scheduling problem. The authors then extended their work by proposing nonlinear decreasing dynamics function based on bacteria lifetime and chemotactic iteration number for economic dispatch problem [10] . Apart from the approaches mentioned above, various adaptive chemotaxis strategies based on linear, quadratic, exponential, and fuzzy-based functions were introduced to improve speed of convergence of BFA [11] .
Hybridisation, on the other hand, is a common approach used in metaheuristic to enhance capability of optimization algorithms. It may reduce computational cost by making a simple and better structure and lead to higher performance. Moreover, with the rapidly emerging computing tools and efficiency in current technology, hybrid approaches have become increasingly popular to explore. Various combinations of optimization algorithms have been investigated by researchers with the aim to increase real world application performance. [12] developed hybrid BFA by employing clonal selection of immune algorithm and fuzzy logic. The algorithm was implemented in optimizing proportional-integral (PI) controller parameters for three phase induction motor. [13] developed TS-BFO, a hybrid version of tabu search and BFA for extracting motifs of DNA sequences. Self-control multi-length chemotactic step mechanism based on fitness value and iteration number was introduced to vary bacteria step length. [14] incorporated adaptive step length based on cost function value and utilized PSO velocity update equation into BFA. The modified algorithm successfully optimized fractional order PI controller for permanent magnet synchronous motor drive. On the other hand, [15] developed hybrid spiral dynamic bacterial chemotaxis (SDBC) algorithm, employing bacteria chemotaxis strategy into SDA which resulted in faster convergence of the search process. The hybrid algorithm was successfully applied in optimizing PD controller parameters for flexible manipulator system.
Motivated by the successful approaches and their achievements to the real world applications, this paper presents hybrid version of spiral adaptive simplified BFA and hybrid spiral dynamic bacterial chemotaxis algorithm (SDBC). The proposed algorithm is referred to as Hybrid spiral-dynamics bacterial-foraging (HSDBF) algorithm. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II provides a brief literature review of the original BFA and SDA. The proposed HSDBF algorithm is described in section III. Validation of the proposed HSDBF in comparison to BFA with unimodal and multimodal test functions as well as application of the proposed algorithm in optimizing PD controller is presented in section IV. Section V provides conclusion of the paper.
II. BFA AND SDA
The original versions of BFA and SDA are briefly described in this section.
A. Bacterial foraging optimization algorithm
The BFA is a biologically inspired algorithm introduced by [1] . It is adaptation technique of Escherichia Coli (E. Coli) bacteria to find nutrient or food source during its' lifetime or alternatively the technique might be called bacterial foraging strategy. Furthermore, E. Coli bacteria use saltatory search technique, which is the combination of cruise and ambush movement. One of the exceptional features of E. Coli is that it has very high growth rate, which is normally exponential. This extraordinary capability of E. Coli has motivated researchers to adopt the strategy as optimization technique. Bacterial foraging strategy consists of three basic cycles namely chemotaxis, reproduction and elimination & dispersal. All these cycles are continuing processes and very effective for optimization purposes. When searching for food or nutrient, tumbling and swimming will take place. Tumbling is similar to cruise and it happens when the E. Coli navigates in the search area and once the food source is found, it swims like ambushing a target area with great speed, up to 20µm/s or faster in rich nutrient medium. This unique movement is called chemotaxis. Reproduction, elimination and dispersal events then happen to bacteria with high fitness or healthier that have the capability to reach the food source accurately and quickly. The strength of BFA lies in the bacterial chemotaxis strategy adopted by many researchers to improve the optimization algorithm. The details of the original algorithm and pseudocode of BFA can be found in [1] . In BFA, maximum number of reproduction, maximum number of elimination and dispersal and bacteria step length are represented as N re , N ed and C respectively.
B. Spiral dynamics inspired optimization algorithm
The SDA is another metaheuristic algorithm adopted from spiral phenomena in nature [5] . This simple and effective strategy retains the diversification and intensification at the early phase and later phase of the trajectory as diversification and intensification are important features of an optimization algorithm. At the early stage, the spiral trajectory explores a wider search space and it continuously converges with a smaller radius providing dynamic step size when approaching the final point, which is the best solution, located at the centre. The distance between a point in a path trajectory and the centre point is varied constantly if the radius of the trajectory is changing at constant rate thus making the radius an important converging parameter for the algorithm. The strength of SDA lies in its spiral dynamics model. An N-dimensional spiral mathematical model derived using composition of rotational matrix based on combination of all 2 axes is given as:
Parameters and their descriptions used in equation (1) are similar to parameters and descriptions used in HSDBF algorithm, and these are shown in Table I . Since SDA is relatively new, not much work in the literature involving the algorithm has been reported. The details of the SDA algorithm for 2-dimension and N-dimension can be found in [5] . The hybrid approach of this algorithm and its details are provided in the next section.
III. HYBRID SPIRAL DYNAMICS BACTERIA FORAGING

ALGORITHM
The HSDBF algorithm is a combination of bacterial chemotaxis strategy used in BFA and SDBC. BFA has faster convergence speed due to the chemotaxis approach. Moreover, the tumble and swim actions give good exploitation strategy at local search. Furthermore, the searching strategy in BFA has better diversification, which is good strategy to avoid trapping in local optima. Nevertheless, BFA suffers from oscillation problem towards the end of the search process thus resulting in low accuracy. On the other hand, SDBC provides better stability and accuracy when approaching the optimum point due to dynamic spiral step in its motion trajectory. However, when dealing with multimodal problems, SDBC is found to have higher possibility to trap into local optimum solution. The proposed HSDBF algorithm preserves the strengths possessed by BFA and SDBC.
In the proposed hybrid approach, few modifications are made on the original BFA with the intention to increase performance in terms of speed of convergence, accuracy of finding global optimum location and fitness value, elimination of oscillation, consistency of the performance, and reducing complexity as well as computational cost of the algorithm. In the first step, instead of random approach, the spiral approach as shown in equation (1) is utilized for initial placement of the bacteria. This is to ensure that the initial locations of bacteria are distributed throughout the search space, hence achieve better exploration and diversification. Moreover, it may increase consistency of the result if the experiment is repeated several times. In step 2, spiral adaptive chemotaxis strategy is incorporated instead of random approach as in the BFA. Through spiral adaptive, the step length of bacteria is dynamically reduced as bacteria move from low nutrient location, that is outer layer of spiral, to higher nutrient location, which is always placed at the centre of the spiral. Moreover, moving direction of tumble and swim of bacteria is determined by spiral trajectory equation (1) . Initially, every bacterium is directed spirally toward the next bacterium position in the same spiral trajectory to find better fitness. If the next location is found to have better fitness, then the bacteria continue to swim in the same trajectory until maximum number of allowable swim is reached. However, in case worse fitness value is found at the next position, bacteria move its trajectory in the next chemotactic loop by making the tumble point as the centre of new spiral trajectory. This process is applied to all bacteria in the algorithm and repeated until the end of chemotaxis loop. In the HSDBF algorithm, the original BFA is simplified by excluding the reproduction part, and elimination & dispersal part. Through spiral approach, reproduction and elimination & dispersal events give very less or no significant advantage to the performance of the algorithm. Excluding these events reduce the complexity of the algorithm as well as computational time. However, to keep balance between exploration and exploitation in the search process, both these events are replaced by (SDBC) algorithm, which is found very effective and has very good performance [15] . Furthermore, including SDBC ensures diversification and intensification are also well preserved at the early and later phase of the algorithm. Here, SDBC is placed at step 4, 5 and 6. In step 3, the best locations of bacteria x i (lbest) found in step 2 are compared to find the best global location x(best) . x(best) is then used as the best location, and as the centre of spiral trajectory and x i (lbest) are considered as initial location of search points in step 4. The parameters and description used in N-dimensional HSDBF algorithm are presented in Table I and the algorithm is shown in Fig. 1 . Notice that in step 0, there are only N, m , r ip , r c , and N c required to be determined. N is selected based on the number of variables in the optimization problem while m , r ip , r c , and N c are selected heuristically and must be tuned until the performance satisfies design requirements of optimization problem. Other parameters in Table I , are considered common to any problem and can be set as shown in step 0 of Fig.1 . 
PARAMETERS FOR HSDBF ALGORITHM
Step 0: Preparation Select a number for N, m ≥ 2 , r ip , r c , and N c heuristically.
, and r sd = 0.95 .
Step 1: Initialization Set initial points x i (0) ∈ R n , i = 1, 2,...m in the feasible region in spiral form with 0 ≤ θ ip < 2π, 0 < r ip < 1 of S N (r,θ ) and spiral centre x * at the centre of search space.
Step 2: Applying spiral adaptive bacterial foraging (i) Check fitness and define as best fitness
.., m with 0 ≤ θ ts < 2π, 0 < r ts < 1.
.., m with 0 ≤ θ ts < 2π, 0 < r ts < 1. 
return to step 2(iv)(a).
Step 3: Finding best position (i) Best local position for each bacteria
Step 4: Applying spiral dynamics bacterial chemotaxis (i) Define initial points (bacteria) x * = x(best) 
Step 5: Updating x
Step 6: Checking termination criterion
If k = k max then terminate. Otherwise set k = k +1 , and return to step 4(ii). 
IV. VALIDATION AND TEST RESULTS
In this section, the proposed algorithm is validated through simulation tests on a unimodal and three multimodal benchmark functions. In addition, the HSDBF algorithm is tested in optimizing PD controller of a flexible manipulator system. Comparison with the BFA tested on the four benchmark functions is also given to show the improved performance of HSDBF. In the simulation, for simplicity, N=2, m=30 and N ed =2 are used in all the tests.
A. Unimodal Function f1
The function f1 is a sphere function. It is defined as:
The function has global minimum at x i = [0, 0] with fitness f(x)=0 and is considered with variable x i in the range [-5.12, 5.12] . N c =200 is used for both algorithms. 
B. Multimodal Function f2
The function f2 is adopted from BFA original paper [1] . The function has global minimum at x i = [15, 5] with fitness f(x) = -4 and is considered with the variable x i is in the range [-30, 30] . N c =100 is used for both algorithms. N re =2 and C=0.1 are used for BFA while r ip = 0.92 and r c = 0.91 are used for HSDBF. The convergence plot for function f2 thus achieved is shown in Fig 3 . 
C. Multimodal Function f3
The function f3 is a Rastrigin function. It is defined as:
The function has global minimum at x i = [0, 0] with fitness f(x)=0 and is considered with variable x i in the range [-5.12, 5.12] . N c =300 is used in both algorithms. N re =2 and C=0.001 are used for BFA while r ip = 0.93 and r c = 0.95 are used for HSDBF. The resulting convergence plot for the function f3 is shown in Fig 4 . 
D. Multimodal Function f4
The function f4 is a Shubert function. It is defined as:
The function has global minimum at various locations with fitness f(x) = -186.7309 and is considered with variable x i in the range [-100, 100] . N c =80 is used in both algorithms. N re =4 and C=0.01 are used for BFA while r ip = 0.96 and r c = 0.91 are used for HSDBF. The resulting convergence plot for the function f4 is shown in Fig. 5 . It can be clearly seen in Figures 2-5 that the HSDBF has outperformed BFA in terms of convergence speed and improved accuracy. Numerical results of HSDBF and BFA performance tests with the benchmark functions are shown in Tables II and III respectively. It is noted that HSDBF has achieved better performance than BFA with the test functions in terms of convergence speed and accuracy. The HSDBF algorithm is employed here to optimize PD controller of a flexible manipulator system. The flexible manipulator model has been used by many researchers in testing various types of controller for flexible systems [16] , [17] . Schematic diagram of flexible manipulator system is shown in Fig. 6 
III. MODELLING OF THE FLEXIBLE MANIPULATOR
This section provides a brief description on the modelling of the flexible manipulator system, as a basis of a simulation environment for development and assessment of the hybrid fuzzy logic control techniques. The assume mode method with two modal displacement is considered in characterizing the dynamic behaviour of the manipulator incorporating structural damping. The dynamic model has been validated with experimental exercises where a close agreement between both theoretical and experimental results has been achieved [7] .
Considering revolute joints and motion of the manipulator on a two-dimensional plane, the kinetic energy of the system can thus be formulated as Mathematical model of flexible manipulator derived using Lagrange method and modal expansion method, is adopted here. The dynamic equation of motion of the manipulator can be represented in the form of a fourth order partial differential equation is given as:
where D s is the resistance to strain velocity. A discrete-linear state space model of the system is obtained by solving equation (6) through finite difference method and it is used as a simulation platform to design PD controller using HSDBF. More details of the derivation and parameters of flexible manipulator can be found in [18] , [19] . Control strategy of flexible manipulator is adopted from [16] and [17] where PD feedback of collocated sensor signals is employed. A block diagram of the control structure is shown in Fig. 7 , where K p and K v represent proportional and derivative gains respectively. The input of the system is reference hub angle, R f and the outputs of the system are hub angle, θ and hub angle velocity,  θ . In this simulation, m=30, N c =40, r ip = 0.92 and r c = 0.93 are used to optimize the PD controller. Mean square error (MSE) and absolute of maximum undershoot of hub angle were chosen as cost function for the optimization algorithm. As a mean of examining the proposed algorithm, this paper is only dealing with bang-bang input tracking capability of the flexible manipulator. A bang-bang input with ±75 degree amplitude is used as the reference input. Graphical plot of the hub angle response achieved is shown in Fig. 8 . In this plot, for the purpose of comparison, the hub angle response with PD controller designed using BFA and exponential adaptive BFA (EABFA) approaches from [16] is also shown. Implementation of HSDBF algorithm with the flexible manipulator gave K p =0.7716, K v =0.4098, The value K p =0.9394, K v =0.4887 for the BFA and K p =1.8297 and K v =0.7325 for the EABFA were adopted from [16] . It is clear from Fig 8. that the HSDBF approach had slightly longer rise time and shorter decline time compared to EABFA and BFA respectively. Numerical results of the hub angle responses are shown in Table IV . It is noted that the hub angle response using HSDBF was better than those using BFA and EABFA in terms of the settling time, steady state error and the maximum overshoot or undershoot. VI. CONCLUSION In this paper, a novel hybrid spiral-dynamics bacterialforaging algorithm has been proposed. Validation with unimodal and multimodal benchmark functions and comparison with BFA have been carried out. Moreover, the HSDBF algorithm has been used in controller design of a flexible manipulator in comparison with BFA and EABFA design approaches. Simulation results have shown that the proposed algorithm has outperformed its counterparts in all benchmark functions in terms of convergence speed and accuracy. The oscillation problem faced by BFA has also been eliminated with better consistency of the final result. Furthermore, the optimized PD controller of flexible manipulator system has resulted in better response in comparison to those with BFA and EABFA with no undershoot or overshoot, with shorter settling time and smaller steady state error.
